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●

●

●

Date : November 12 (Mon), 2018, 2:00 p.m.~5:00 p.m.
Venue : Diamond Hall(B1), InterContinental Seoul Coex, Seoul, Korea
Organizer : KITA

PROGRAM
TIME

PROGRAM

[ Opening Remarks ]
2:00-2:05 p.m.

Opening Remarks
- Young Ju Kim, Chairman, Korea International Trade Association

[ Session 1 ] Will U.S. Trade Policy Change After 2018 Midterm Elections?
2018 Midterm Elections and Prospects for U.S. Trade Policy
2:05-2:45 p.m.
(20 min. each)

- Daniel J. Ikenson, Trade Policy Director, CATO Institute

U.S. Trade Policy and Its Impact on Korea-U.S. Trade Relationship
- Jaemin Lee, Professor, Seoul National University

[ Session 2 ] How Long Will U.S.-China Trade Conflict Last?
What Does the U.S. Want From China?: U.S. Perspective
- Andrew Polk, Partner & Co-founder, Trivium China

2:45-3:45 p.m.
(20 min. each)

Is China at Risk? What is China’s Position and Strategy?: China’s Perspective
- Zhigang Tao, Professor, University of Hong Kong

Impact of U.S.-China Trade Conflict on Chinese Economy
- Miaojie Yu, Deputy Dean, National School of Development, Peking University

3:45-4:00 p.m.

Coffee break

[ Session 3 ] Panel Discussion
4:00-5:00 p.m.

Moderator: Hyemin Lee, Visiting Professor, Seoul National University
Panelists: Speakers

※ Simultaneous interpretation will be provided.
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일시 및 장소 : 2018. 11. 12(월) 14:00~17:00, 코엑스 인터컨티넨탈 다이아몬드홀(B1)
목 적 : 미국 중간선거(11.6) 계기 트럼프 행정부 통상정책 평가와 전망 및
미-중 통상분쟁에 대한 한국의 대응전략 모색
주 최 : 한국무역협회

프로그램
일정

세부내용

비고

김영주 회장
한국무역협회

14:00-14:05(‛05) 개 회 사
14:05-14:45(‛40) (1세션) 반환점 앞둔 트럼프 행정부, 통상정책 어떻게 되나?
14:05-14:25(‛20) 2018년 미국 중간선거 결과 평가 및 통상정책 전망

14:25-14:45(‛20) 트럼프 통상정책 중간평가와 한미통상 과제

다니엘 아이켄슨 이사
CATO Institute
이재민 교수
서울대학교

14:45-15:45(‛60) (2세션) 미-중 통상갈등, 어디까지 갈 것인가?
14:45-15:05(‛20) 미국의 對중국 통상압박, 미국이 원하는 것은?

15:05-15:25(‛20) 중국이 바라본 미-중 통상갈등 평가 및 중국의 선택은?

15:25-15:45(‛20) 미-중 통상갈등이 중국 경제에 미치는 영향과 대응
15:45-16:00(‛15)

Coffee break

16:00-17:00(‛60) (3세션) 패널 토론
좌 장 : 이혜민 겸임교수, 서울대학교
패 널 : 발표자
※ 한-영 동시통역 제공

앤드류 폴크 대표
Trivium China
지강 타오 교수
홍콩대학교
먀오제 위 부원장
북경대학교 국가개발연구원

SPEAKER
Name
Organization

Daniel J. Ikenson
CATO Institute

Position

Trade Policy Director

Website

www.cato.org/people/daniel-ikenson

Career Overview
Dan Ikenson is director of Cato’s Herbert A. Stiefel Center for Trade Policy Studies, where he coordinates and
conducts research on all manner of international trade and investment policy. Since joining Cato in 2000, Ikenson
has authored dozens of papers on various aspects of trade policy, focusing his research on U.S.-China trade
relations; bilateral and multilateral trade agreements and institutions; globalization; U.S. manufacturing issues;
trade politics; and trade remedies, such as the antidumping regime.

Education
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Andrew Polk is the Co-founder and Head of Economic Research at Trivium/China, a Beijing-based strategic
advisory firm. Before founding Trivium, Polk was the China Director at Medley Global Advisors, where he
advised asset managers and hedge funds on developments in China’s economy and financial markets.
Previously, Polk was the Resident China Economist at The Conference Board’s China Center, where he conducted
economic analysis on the Chinese economy for corporate clients. Polk is the co-author of The Long, Soft Fall in
Chinese Growth and maintains a deep network of professional contacts in the official, academic, and business
communities in China – built over a decade of living in China and working on China issues. Other research positions
he has held include stints at the Institute of International Finance and the U.S. Treasury.

Education
B.A. – American Studies, Texas A&M University
M.A. – International Relations and Economics, Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies
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Professor Tao Zhigang is HSBC Professor of Global Economy and Business Strategy at the Faculty of Business and
Economics at The University of Hong Kong (HKU). Professor Tao is also the Director of the Institute for China and
Global Development at the University, and the Co-Director of the Asia Competitiveness Program of the Hong Kong
Institute of Economics and Business Strategy.

Education
1986 B.Sc. in Management Science, Fudan University
1992 Ph.D. in Economics, Princeton University
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M.A. in Economics, Peking University, China
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Graduate School of International Studies, Seoul National University
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Visiting Professor, Graduate School of International Studies, Seoul National University
G20 Sherpa and Ambassador for International Economic Affairs, Republic of Korea
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to France
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the Republic of the Philippines
Deputy Minister for Trade
Director-General for the Korea-US FTA
Joined the Ministry of Foreign Affairs(MOFA)

EDUCATION
1980
1984
1988
2013

B.A. in English Language and Literature, Seoul National University (Seoul, Korea)
Master of Law (LL.M) in international law. in Seoul National University (Seoul, Korea)
M.A. in Public Law and Political Science (DEA en droit public et science politique), Universite de Clermont-Ferrand, France
Ph.D. in Economics, University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, France
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2018 Midterm Elections and Prospects
for U.S. Trade Policy

Daniel J. Ikenson
Trade Policy Director, CATO Institute

2018 U.S. Mid-Term Election Results
Implications for U.S. Trade Policy
KITA International Forum
November 12, 2018
Seoul, Korea

Daniel J. Ikenson
Director
Herbert A. Stiefel Center for Trade Policy Studies
Cato Institute

Trump’s “Contingent” Protectionism
• Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Laws
–
–
–
–

Unfair Trade Laws
462 “Orders” in Place
237 on steel products
170 on China; India (41); Korea (33)

• Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 (Safeguard)
– Solar Panel Components
– Large Residential Washers

• Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
– National Security (Steel, Aluminum)
– National Security (Autos and parts)

• Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974
– China (Forced Tech Transfer, IP)
- 13 -

Changing Political Landscape
• Democrats take control of the House
• Republicans retain control of the Senate

House
Senate

115th Congress *
Rep. Dem.
235
193
51
49

116th Congress **
Rep. Dem.
199
227
51
46

Gain/Loss
Rep. Dem.
-36
+34
0
-3

* There are 7 vacancies in the 115th Congress (428/435)
** Projected with 9 House races and 3 Senate races still undecided (as of 11/10).

Changing Political Landscape
House Ways and Means Trade Subcommittee
– Democrats take control
– Sander Levin retires
– All 5 other Democrats on subcommittee win reelection
– Chair likely to go to Bill Pascrell (N.J.)
– 7 of 10 Republicans reelected
– Current Chairman Dave Reichert retires
Senate Finance Trade Subcommittee
– Republicans maintain control
– Only 1/6 Rs on subcommittee up for reelection lost (Dean Heller NV)
– Orrin Hatch retiring
– Jon Cornyn likely to remain subcommittee chair/maybe Grassley
– All 5 Ds on subcommittee were up for reelection (McCaskill, Nelson lost)
– Ranking member Casey returns
- 14 -

Did Trump Trade Policy Affect Outcomes?
Major Issues on Voters’ Minds
•
•
•
•

Health Care (41%)
Immigration (23%)
Economy (21%)
Trade
– Trump’s tariffs have helped (25%)
– Trump’s tariffs have hurt (31%)
– Trump’s tariffs have had no effect (36%)

Did Trump Trade Policy Affect Outcomes?
Declining support for Republican candidates in tariff-affected
districts and states? The evidence is mixed.
• McCaskill, Heitkamp opposed tariffs and lost
• Pro-tariff candidates won in many districts where tariffs were
hurting business

- 15 -

Aluminum Tariff Exclusion Requests
Top 10 Districts
District
IL-05
GA-11
OH-01
WI-06
SC-03
NY-21
NY-17
NC-04
NJ-09
NY-25

Excl.
665
566
542
233
168
142
102
101
82
68

Dem %
78
38
46
45
31
42
88
72
70
59

Rep %
22
62
52
56
68
57
12
24
29
41

Conclusion: A mixed bag

Steel and Aluminum Tariff Exclusion Requests
Districts That “Flipped” Democratic
• 29 districts flipped (as of 11/8)
• Among them are districts accounting for the highest,
second highest, and fifth highest number of exclusion
requests
• IL-6 (24% shift; 2,660 exclusion requests)
• TX-07 (17% shift; 1,922 exclusion requests)
• MI-11 (19% shift; 1,308 exclusion requests)
• 301/435 districts had at least 1 excl. request)
• Average # of excl. requests: 81.5
• Average # of excl. requests in flipped districts: 235.4
Conclusion: Interesting, but inconclusive
- 16 -

- 17 -

Election Impact on U.S. Trade Policy?
• No immediate impact on Trump’s trade war
– Bipartisan support for aggressive approach to China
– Trump’s trade policy fits traditional Dem agenda
– No clear way to rein Trump in on 232, 301, WTO

• Potentially greater impact on broader trade agenda
–
–
–
–

USMCA
KORUS 2.0
US-Japan, US-UK, US-EU
Other implications for Korea

Thank You!
Daniel J. Ikenson
dikenson@cato.org | 202.218.4623
www.freetrade.org
Follow us:
@catotrade | @dikenson

- 18 -
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U.S. Trade Policy and Its Impact on
Korea-U.S. Trade Relationship

Jaemin Lee
Professor, Seoul National University

Trump Administration and U.S. Trade Policy
- Assessment after the Mid-term Election
Jaemin Lee
S c h o o l o f L aw, S e o u l N at i o n a l U n i ve rs i t y
Ko rea I nter n at i o n a l Tra d e A s s o c i at i o n
N ove m b e r 1 2 , 2 0 1 8

1

Where We Stand
Protectionism surging, spreading, globally
Various trade restriction measures adopted by the U.S. in 2018
Even protectionism-fatigue or increasingly insensible to protectionism
U.S.-China confrontation as acute and intense as ever
In the meantime, multilateralism in limbo
U.S. sets the terms for new trade deals
◦ Korea, Mexico, Canada
◦ Japan, EU?
◦ More importantly, China?

2

- 21 -

U.S.-China Trade Disputes
Distinct from global protectionism
Not just single, passing incident
More structural and fundamental
Perhaps not just about Trump Administration
“Broken window” phenomenon
Spread of protectionism
Countries like Korea most exposed to damage from the G-2 disputes

3

Eroding Leadership of WTO
Failing to stop the spread of protectionism
Disputes have been on the rise

◦ 570 disputes as of November 12, 2018
◦ Structural problems of delay, implementation and lack of effective remedy
◦ Disputes are resolved, but not really resolved

Norm-Reality Mismatch

◦ Many norms out of date (1986 vs. 2018)
◦ New norms are missing (Digital economy, Artificial Intelligence, Drones, and others)
◦ So, inevitably, disputes bound to increase and rulings bound to be dissatisfactory

DDA negotiations stalled

◦ Even dispute settlement mechanism to be stalled soon

Multilateralism in crisis

4

- 22 -

Nov. 6, 2018 Mid-term Election

Images used are taken from Google on 11/10/18

5

Mid-term Election & Trade Policy in 2nd Half
Nov. 6, 2018 U.S. mid-term election
◦ Largely mixed results - House of Representatives, Senate

The key question is, will there be a change in U.S. trade policy?

Images used are taken from Google on 11/10/18

- 23 -

6

Midterm Election & Trade Policy in 2nd Half
As for trade policy, this election outcome is a meaningful momentum for President Trump
◦ Probably, trump Administration will continue to stay on the current course

Images used are taken from Google on 11/10/18

7

Midterm Election & Trade Policy in 2nd Half
As a matter of fact, likely to be more aggressive and pressing in the second half
Consider tangible outcome
◦ President Trump’s (claimed) success of his trade policy
◦ (Presumably) it has worked, is working and will be so in the next two years
◦ Negative impact on U.S. industries, either insignificant or contained

And aggressive policy is politically beneficial and useful
◦ Increasing frustration in the U.S. toward multilateralism
◦ Easy to galvanize his support base (44% approval rate on the election day)
◦ Confrontation helps re-election platform

8

- 24 -

Korea-U.S. Trade Relations
Korea as one of the main targets of U.S. trade restriction measures

◦ 2018 was an year of full of events and surprises
◦ Unlike in the past, no special consideration for Korea, a key military ally
◦ To the contrary, alliance becomes a chip in the trade negotiation table

This new trend will persist in the next two years, with more twists
◦ Iran sanction and Korean corporations/banks
◦ North Korea sanction and Korean corporations/banks
◦ Exchange rates monitoring

Amended Korea-U.S. FTA will not be able to settle all the bilateral issues

◦ Signed in September and now pending at the National Assembly
◦ Important achievement for Korea, but still just a tip of the iceberg of the bilateral trade relationship

Section 232 critical turning point

◦ Steel, automobiles, and what else?

More trade actions on the horizon?

9

Korea’s Recent Experience – Trade Remedies
U.S. Trade Remedy Investigations on the Rise
◦ Antidumping Investigations
◦ Countervailing Duty Investigations
◦ Safeguards Investigations

In particular, investigations are becoming more intense
◦
◦
◦
◦

Targeted Dumping
Adverse Facts Available
Particular Market Situation
More seem to be in the way

Constant concern for Korean exporters

10

- 25 -

Korea’s Recent Experience - Security Exceptions
Section 232 Investigations – “National Security” Exceptions
◦ Steel and Aluminum - completed
◦ Automobiles and Auto Parts - pending

Perhaps, just the beginning

◦ Shipbuilding, Semiconductors, Electronic devices, and others?

United States appears to have opened a Pandora’s Box
In U.S. view, the security exception:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Covers a wide range of areas including commercial interests
No need to deal with specific requirements of various covered agreements
Absence of jurisprudence
“Self-judging” nature of the provision

GATT and WTO members have not thought about these possibilities

11

U.S. Concern over the Korean Market
At the same time, U.S. continues to express its concern over the Korean market
◦ Repeat discussion in its NTE Report
◦ Some have been addressed, and some are presumably based on misunderstanding
◦ But still many remain in the U.S. complaint list

For example:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Various kinds of Non-Tariff Barriers
Lack of transparency in formulating and implementing regulation
Government intervention in the market
Government control over entities with government shareholding
Support and assistance programs for industries
Regulation over digital economy and digital trade

12

- 26 -

U.S.-China Trade Disputes?
U.S.-China disputes will continue to persist and intensify
In trade context, root causes lie in:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Different views in looking at the present trade norms
Different views on proper role of the government in regulating markets
Different views on the reach and scope of trade norms
Different views on the relationship between government sector and private sector

So, the differences are rather structural and fundamental
◦ Going beyond trade imbalance

At the same time, this confrontation is not just about trade issues
◦ Geopolitical confrontation between G-2

In the next two years, the confrontation and tension will continue and intensify
◦ Probably, on-again, off-again fluctuation, but continue to intensify
◦ Settlement will be reached but tension will flare again

13

Perhaps Bright Side of the Matter
Maybe we have hit the bottom and only way now is up
So, in the near future:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

U.S.-China grand settlement
Revival of the authority and credibility of the WTO
Multilateralism restored
U.S. bilateral deals are completed in U.S.’ favor
So, U.S.’ (claimed) concerns are addressed and trade environment adjusted

Once his causes are vindicated, incentives for President Trump to consider other issues, such as:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Relationship with traditional allies
Images
Soft power
Long-term U.S. interest

14

- 27 -

Going Forward
Bilateral Level
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

More coordination between the two countries at the highest level
Implementation of amended Korea-U.S. FTA
For Korea, putting trade policy at the top priority
For Korea, government-industry coordination in response to trade restriction measures
Developing new sectors where both countries can cooperate rather compete (e.g., digital economy)

Multilateral Level
◦ WTO Reform
◦ CPTPP (entry into effect soon, Korea’s accession and U.S. return?)
◦ Introduction and experiment of new trade rules

15

Concluding Thoughts
Overall, a rather bleak forecast for trade landscape in the next two years
In the 2nd half, the Trump Administration will continue to maintain the present trade policy
U.S. dominance and pressing stance toward other countries will continue
Political environment may further incentivize more aggressive trade policy in the 2nd half
U.S.-China trade disputes will also remain on the collision course
Korea is likely to face a tougher trade landscape
Trade remedy measures are likely to remain a top concern for Korean exporters
New categories of trade restrictions such as Section 232 will also emerge

16
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Concluding Thoughts
“The best thing you can do is the right
thing; the next best thing you can do is
the wrong thing; the worst thing you can
do is nothing.” - Theodore Roosevelt

17

Thank you

jaemin@snu.ac.kr

Images used are taken from Google on 11/10/18
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What Does the U.S. Want From China?:
U.S. Perspective

Andrew Polk
Partner & Co-founder, Trivium China

US-China trade war

What the US wants

Today we’ll cover:
I.

What the US wants

II.

The state of play and what to watch

- 35 -

A quick summary:
I.

There are many players on the US side – all with varied interests and desired outcomes

II.

At this stage, the ultimate goal of the US administration is a decoupling of the economies in key sectors

III. That goal cannot be achieved quickly, and a pure trade deal will not address the structural issues
IV. Both sides need to feel some pain for a recalibration to occur
V. In the short-term, there is upside for Korean businesses – China is cutting import tariffs for everyone except the US
VI. In the longer-term, supply chain risk and de-globalization are a concern for everyone

I.
what the US wants

- 36 -

Trump is an accelerant,
not a cause
- US goals are dispersed, but dissatisfaction
with China is unanimous
- This is a rare bi-partisan issue
- It is also increasingly a global issue

China’s exports have held up well so far

Trump: focused on trade
- Dissatisfaction with the trade relationship
is Donald Trump’s longest held and most
consistent policy position
- He sees trade deficits as a weakness
- The trade deficit was the key focus of
original negotiations, but now seems to be
much less of a priority

- 37 -

China is vulnerable due to its import reliance for core tech
35

Lighthizer: focused on IP and
industrial policy
- USTR Robert Lighthizer is the key actor to
watch
- Has been quietly running the show, and
has a deep, clear understanding of the
issues
- The Chinese did not realize he was the
real point person until recently
- He wants to fundamentally change the
Chinese economic model

China’s monthly imports, USD billion
30

25
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5

0
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Crude Oil

2015

2016

2017

2018

Electronics technology

Chinese outbound investment slowed dramatically as of 2017

Congress: focused on inbound
investment
- Looking at reforming and tightening the
CFIUS process
- The scope of national security concerns in
the US economy is expanding
- Overall, the investment relationship is more
important than the trade relationship

- 38 -

US businesses: focused on
market access
- The complaints of American businesses
have been the same for years
- They want better and fairer access to the
Chinese market
- That is incompatible with the Trump
administration’s goals
- Washington thinks the business community
“doesn’t know what is in its own interests”

The new goal: decoupling

- The ultimate goal that has emerged:
decouple the two economies in critical
sectors
- The Trump administration says it is on step
two of a ten-step plan
- This does not bode well for a quick
resolution
- Even if a deal can be struck on trade, the
structural issues remain

“China has never been easily scared. Whoever wants to prevent China
from getting stronger will have to pay heavy price.”

- We are never going back to 2016

- 39 -

II.
the state of play
and what to watch

US thinks they have China
by the neck
- The Trump administration sees a
depreciating CNY and a falling stock
market – thinks China is on the brink of
economic collapse
- The US under-estimates China’s resolve
and over-estimates its own leverage
- The administration wants a concrete set of
deliverables on Made in China 2025 to
restart talks – very unlikely to happen

- 40 -

De-escalation will not address
the fundamental issues
- China is doubling down on its efforts to
become self-reliant, especially in core
technologies
- China sees the US as actively trying to
subvert its rise
- Vice President Mike Pence’s China speech
was a watershed moment
- US sees China as a strategic economic
threat

Likely outcomes
- Very hard to see a quick path toward deescalation, despite positivity going into
G20
- Both sides need to feel some pain before
any recalibration can occur

“China does not want to fight a trade
war, but facing the shortsightedness of
the US side, China has to fight back
strongly.”

- Will Trump pay a political cost for the
tariffs among his base?

-MofCom, June 15, 2018

- Would Trump pay a political cost for
backing down?

- 41 -

Implications for Korean
businesses: short-term
- China is reducing tariffs on non-US imports
- Renewed urgency behind trilateral trade
talks (PRC-Japan-ROK) and RCEP
- China has accelerated market opening in
some sectors (finance, autos)
- CNY depreciation may cause
competitiveness issue; a big exchange rate
move could cause financial contagion
- The trade war will eventually contribute to
economic slowing in China and could
depress global trade

Implications for Korean
businesses: long-term
- China is doubling down on efforts to move
up the tech value chain – could become
more of a competitor
- Creeping national security concerns may
begin to effect other countries that rely on
China in their supply chains
- Different approaches to cyber-security
and data management are leading to deglobalization
- THAAD controversy has already
underscored the risk of concentrated
exposure to China for Korean businesses
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A quick recap:
I.

There are many players on the US side – all with varied interests and desired outcomes

II.

At this stage, the ultimate goal of the US administration is a decoupling of the economies in key sectors

III. That goal cannot be achieved quickly, and a pure trade deal will not address the structural issues
IV. Both sides need to feel some pain for a recalibration to occur
V. In the short-term, there is upside for Korean businesses – China is cutting import tariffs for everyone except the US
VI. In the longer-term, supply chain risk and de-globalization are a concern for everyone

Get our daily newsletter.

Thank you.
Feeling chatty?
hq@triviumchina.com
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It is not really about trade deficit
• Since China’s entry into the WTO in 2001, it has become the world’s
largest recipient of inward foreign direct investment, spurred by a
wave of multinationals offshoring and outsourcing to the country.
There are 68,000 US‐funded enterprises operating in China end of
2017.
• China becomes part of the global value chain.
• 41.58% of China’s exports to the world in the first six months of 2018
are conducted by foreign multinationals.
• In 2017, 59% of China’s trade surplus with the US was captured by
foreign multinationals in China.
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Trump is hurting American firms by imposing
tariffs on China
• As Trump imposes tariffs on Chinese imports, it hurts American firms
by raising its costs.
• Similarly, Chinese currency appreciation is generally bad news for
foreign multinationals, as their costs of production would go up.
• So Trump’s trade war is hurting itself so as to force China to back
down, a threat that is not that credible in the short run. But, Trump’s
strategy has its long‐term logic.

What Trump really goes after…
• What truly worries Trump is the overwhelming amount of American direct
investments in China, hollowing out the manufacturing heart of the United
States in the long run as China builds up capabilities in a full spectrum of
manufacturing, thereby leaving America in the dust in terms of
technological advancement and innovation.
• As Trump said and quoted by Mike Pence in his speech at Hudson Institute,
“”we rebuilt China” over the last 25 years.”
• Yi LU, Ryan SHAO, and Zhigang Tao, “Chinese imports and American Media Biases,” forthcoming, Journal of
International Economics.
• Yi CHE, Yi LU, Justin Pierce, Peter Schott, and Zhigang Tao, “Does Chinese imports influence American
politics?” NBER working paper, April 2016.
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China: first attract investment, and then
export to the world
• China’s strategy in the last forty years: first attract investment
(through special economic zones), then naturally have exporting
capability
• From 2008 to 2018, foreign multinationals made even more direct
investments in China. Amidst the global recession, China emerged as
an attractive market, no longer just a low‐cost sourcing country.
Furthermore, multinationals have raced to share latest technologies
to access the Chinese markets.
• The sales of U.S. companies in China reached US$481billion in 2015,
according to the US Bureau of Economic Analysis.

What Trump really wants:
• What Trump wants China to do is to lower its tariffs, thereby giving
American firms an important ––perhaps even ultimate –– reason not
to have direct investment in China in order to enjoy the China market,
because exporting to China would do the same trick.
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How will it play out?
• Does the trade war really help American producers as Trump
promises? How much damage does it cause to Chinese
exporters? How does it impact on the American importers of
Chinese goods, which could be consumer goods for
American people or intermediate goods for American
producers? Will there be inflation pressure so that the Fed
will keep increasing interest rate despite protests from
Trump?

Look at the effects of antidumping
investigations (the closest thing to trade war)
• China has been the main target of a significant share of the anti‐
dumping measures, especially from the U.S. and the European
Union. Between 1995 and 2014, of a total of 3,058 anti‐dumping
cases, China was the target of 759 (almost 25% of the total), and
since 2008 China's share in anti‐dumping measures has increased
to around 40%. The average dumping duties is about 98%.
• Yi Lu, Zhigang Tao, and Yan Zhang, “How do Exporters Respond to Antidumping Investigations?” Journal
of International Economics, Volume 91, 2013, 290‐300.
• Liza Jabbour, Zhigang Tao, Enrico Vanino, and Yan Zhang, “The good, the bad and the ugly: Chinese
imports, EU anti‐dumping measures and firm performance,” 2018.
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Three effects of trade wars
• It will make protected firms (namely, the intended beneficiary of the
trade defense, American and European firms) weaker and less
competitive in the long run.
• It will consolidate Chinese exporters by weeding out weaker Chinese
producers but making surviving Chinese ones stronger.
• The trade defense makes American and European importers suffer by
pushing them to look for higher cost imports. This would translate
into higher costs of consumption (of Chinese final products) and
production (where Chinese goods are used as intermediate goods).

Trade war takes a toll on China
• Of course, the trade war is taking a toll on China as well. Growth has
slowed and unemployment is worsening, even as its Belt and Road
Initiative opens up new markets for its products. Meanwhile, China’s
central bank has hinted at further monetary easing. The U.S. and
China’s divergent monetary policies (the former raising interest rates,
and the latter lowering or leaving them unchanged) will put
downward pressure on the value of the yuan relative to the U.S.
dollar, neutralizing the effect of American tariffs. The cheaper
currency means that Chinese exporters would be able to continue
exporting to the U.S.
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China’s counterstrategy
• Hold multinationals even closer, by having robust domestic demand
(loose monetary policy, government spending, preferential tax
policies, government subsidies, etc.)
• Undertake supply‐side reform to reduce costs of production, as to
make China an attractive place for low‐cost production
• Develop market alternative to the American
• Proactively offshore and possibly outsource to even lower‐cost
countries

Strategies for Korean firms
• Stay in China, if you focus on China as a market, which is as large as
the American market; this is the best time to build relations with the
Chinese government and get the best deal (look to Tesla)
• You might relocate your operations outside of China, if you use China
as a low‐cost production base. But this is challenging as you need to
coordinate with upstream suppliers and downstream customers. You
might as well relocate to lower‐cost regions of China, or go with
Chinese producers to low‐cost belt‐and‐road countries.
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Outline
• How to understand China-US Trade Imbalance?
• A Quantitative Economic Evaluation to the China-US Trade Conflict
• China’s Further Opening-up
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Current US-China Trade Conflict
• Phase 1: President Trump imposed 25% tariffs on USD 50 billion goods imported
from China on June 15.

• Reaction: China retaliated the same tariff rates on the identical amount of
American imported goods.
• Phase 2: President Trump imposed 10% tariffs on additional USD 200 billion
goods imported from China on Sep. 24, and will raise tariffs to 25% in early 2019.
• Reaction: China plans to impose identical tariff rates on additional 60 billion
goods imported from US.
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How to Understand China-US Trade Conflict?
• The Anatomy of President Trump’s China-US Bilateral Trade Relationship
(1) Trade surplus is good, trade deficit is bad (lost 3 million job).
(2) The Sino-US trade imbalance is caused by China’s subsidy and unfair tariff treatment.
(3) The only solution to reduce imbalance is to impose high tariffs.

(4) China should stay in the low end of global supply chain whereas US needs to
maintain its global technology advances and high value-added forever.
• Neither one seems make sense from China’s perspective

China-US Trade Imbalance
• Bilateral trade increased from $98 bil. In 2001 to $524 bil in 2014, annual growth rate
14%.

• Mutual largest trading partner
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How to Understand China-US Trade Conflict?
• Bilateral trade imbalance is due to the unfair trade treatment.
• Un-even tariffs rate on imported automobile: 2.5% versus 25%.

• Forbidden market assess for some industries or wholly-owned US firms in China.
• China’s export subsidy.
• China’s impotent IPR protections.

How to Understand Sino-US Trade Imbalance?
(1) US Trade deficit is not necessary bad. It could be good
• Trade deficit means financing from other countries.
• China’s Trade surplus is not necessary good. It could be a burden.
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How to Understand Sino-US Trade Imbalance?
(2) China-U.S. trade imbalance is due to comparative advantage based on each country’s
factor endowment.
• labor-intensive industry
• blue-collar labor cost of China $750 whereas that of US is $4200.
• But China’s TFP is almost 45% of US.
• China has significant C.A. on labor-intensive goods.
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Feenstra, Robert C., Robert Inklaar and Marcel P. Timmer (2015), "The Next Generation of the Penn World Table" American Economic Review, 105(10), 3150-3182,

How to Understand Sino-US Trade Imbalance?
(2) China-U.S. trade imbalance is due to comparative advantage based on each country’s
factor endowment.
• Capital-intensive industry
• China’s Processing Trade
• Yu, Miaojie, “Processing Trade, Tariffs Reductions, and Firm Productivity: Evidence from
Chinese Firms”, Economic Journal, 2015, 125(June), pp. 943-988.
• Dai, Mi, Madura Maitra, and Miaojie Yu, “Unexceptional Exporter Performance in China?
The Role of Processing Trade,” Journal of Development Economics, 2016, 121, pp. 171189.
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China’s Processing Trade

How to Understand Sino-US Trade Imbalance?
(2) China-U.S. trade imbalance is not due to China’s export-promoted trade policy

•
•
•
•
•

Different automobile tariffs are set by the WTO agreement
China is still a developing country
U.S. also has export-promotion or import-substitute policies
China’s IPR protection is enhancing
China’s ODI is always banned by the excuse of “national security”.
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China’s Import Tariffs
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How to Understand Sino-US Trade Imbalance?
(3) Trade-promotion rather than trade war is a good way to solve trade imbalance

•
•
•
•
•

Obama vs Trump
“Double American Export” vs “American First”
China also wants to reduce trade balance by importing more.
Make the pie bigger, and hence the slice.
Share the gains from trade rather than trade war.
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How to Understand Sino-US Trade Imbalance?
(4) It is really unfair to let China stay in the low-end of global value-chain
• US is also increasing its value-chain over time.
• China’s labor cost is increasing, Its C.A. is shrinking.
• Quality of China’s Export is increasing

How to Understand Sino-US Trade Imbalance?
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A Quantitative Evaluation of the Trade War
• Guo, Meixin, Lin Lu, Liugang Sheng, and Miaojie Yu “The Day After Tomorrow:

Evaluating the Burden of Trump’s Trade War”, Asian Economic Papers, 2018,
17(1), pp. 101-120.
• When US triggered the trade war, China has three possible reactions:
• Scenario 1: Do not retaliate
• Scenario 2: Retaliate with identical tariff rates
• Scenario 3: Retaliate with identical tariff rates, but reduce trade surplus with other
partners.
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Scenario 2：US Triggered trade war, China retaliates
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Scenario 2: US triggers the war, China retaliates.

Scenario 3: US triggers, China retaliates but further open-up
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Scenario 3: US triggers, China retaliates with further open-up

Impact
• Bilateral trade for many industries decreased around 80% on average.
• Most American agricultural goods cannot export to China

• Most Chinese textile cannot export to the U.S.
• The loss from trade conflict of USA is around 0.7% of its GDP.
• China would not suffer much if China can open-up with other countries.
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How to further Opening-up
• Increase import from other OECD countries.
• Allow market access on service industry.

• Further reduce tariff and phase-out non-tariff barriers.
• Encourage firms engage more on outward FDI.
• Insist on multilateral cooperation and regional trade agreements

Thank you!
Email:mjyu@nsd.pku.edu.cn
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